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Dedication

 For my Grandma who does a great job of looking after me!
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About the author

 I am a 14 year old boy with visual impairment and

other disabilities but I love the written word and like

to express myself through creativity! (Also I am very

handsome!)
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 I Am A Pirate

  

I am a pirate, 

I sail on my ship, 

I eat lots of fish, 

And only one chip. 

  

For my desert, 

Island on the shore, 

I eat coconuts, 

And raw Macaw. 

  

After my tea, 

I went for a snooze, 

I drank lots of rum, 

And was sick on my shoes.
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 A Rockstars Dream

I'm a rock and roll star, 

I drive around in a big fat car, 

I make lots of money, 

And if you look at me funny, 

I'm not being strange, 

But with my bouncer, 

Your face I'll re-arrange. 

  

I'm a rock and roll star, 

I'm gonna go far, 

I'll do anything up on stage, 

I'll even dance in a cage, 

With a lion or a tiger, 

Nothing would be finer, 

Because I'm a rock and roll star!
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 Monster Roar

 

I am a roar, 

I am a monster roar, 

I am a roar, 

I am a monster roar. 

  

These paws, these paws, 

These monster claws, 

And recognise my snapping jaws, 

I have really hairy paws. 

  

I am your monster friend, 

I go right to the end, 

Deep in your shed I'm heavy breathing, 

I'm with your neighbours head and it's bleeding! 

  

I chopped it off with my axe, 

Come on Mr Government give me a tax, 

I am a roar, 

I am a monster roar.
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 Twinkle Twinkle Little Moose

Twinkle twinkle little moose, 

I really like apple and pear juice, 

When I change my mind to pop, 

I still have to have a straw in the top! 

  

Twinkle twinkle little cow, 

Do a performance and take a bow, 

All the sheep and lambs will clap 

There's my idea for an iPhone app! 

  

Twinkle twinkle little car 

Take me to a chocolate bar, 

I will eat it up real quick, 

And hope that after that I'm not sick! 

  

Twinkle twinkle little star 

Now my rhyme has got this far, 

The moose, the juice, the cow and the bar, 

Here comes a lion, ROOOAAARRRR!
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 I Am

I am 

I am, 

I'll tell you who I am 

I am a sigh of relief 

I'm a breath of fresh air. 

  

I'm a plane hovering over the sea, 

I'm so fast you'll never catch me. 

I'm as funny as a smiley clown, 

I'll turn that frown upside down. 

  

I am 

I am, 

I'll tell you who I am. 

I'm a busy buzzing bee, 

Flying from flower to flower, 

I take more honey every hour, 

Than you can ever devour. 

  

I'm down with the girls, 

As precious as pearls. 

I'm a shooting star, 

Zooming across the sky.
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 My Time in Year 5

I have my breakfast in a bowl, 

My drink in a cup, 

I go to school, 

And Mr Dalton says "What's up!", 

I work very hard, 

On my English and my Maths, 

While all the rest of the school, 

Go to the swimming baths, 

I work, I work, I work all day, 

And then I go home, 

Hurray!
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 Why Do I Have To Go To School?

Do I have to go to school? 

I am too cool, 

I shouldn't have to go, 

I'm to clever don't you know, 

I'm intelligent can't you see, 

So my teachers have nothing to teach me! 

  

My teacher says I have a big ego, 

When I say I'm brilliant when we go to English, 

But if I had one wish, 

I wouldn't have to go ! 

  

Maths is the worst, 

One of these days, 

My head will burst, 

I don't like history, 

I think it's a mystery. 

  

Why we have to learn about the middle ages, 

We go to school and don't even get wages, 

Why do we have to go to school? 

Shut up teachers, Kidz rule!
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 The Bad Stuff About School

I hate algebra and scatter graphs, 

To be honest, I just hate maths, 

One plus one plus one is three, 

There you go I'm clever you see, 

I will never let you down, 

But going to school makes me frown. 

  

Every day we are imprisoned in , 

The everlasting gloom, 

Of the horrible classroom, 

How come I have to go school, 

I am too cool. 

  

The teachers are cruel, 

And treat me like a fool, 

They tell me I'm wrong even when I'm right, 

They're telling me off all day and all night, 

When I go to school tomorrow I will give them a fright, 

I'll roar at them with all my might! 
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 Goodbye Lee

Lee is leaving, 

Are my ears receiving, 

This dreadful information, 

Can I give up my education. 

  

Tears fill my eyes, 

As I wave my goodbyes, 

Lee you have been a really good friend, 

But now this is the end!
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 Tylers\' Christmas Poem

Christmas trees are a pain in the bum, 

The pine needles stick in my thumb, 

When Grandma tried to put the lights up, 

They dropped on her toe and she said "Oh ****!" 

  

The lights got tangled and my Grandma got mad, 

She nearly got strangled and that would be bad. 

My Grandma's dog Ruby had a wee on the tree, 

My Grandma said to Ruby "Go out for a pee!" 

  

So don't buy a real Christmas tree, 

Just buy a fake, 

And don't let your dog wee on it, 

For goodness sake! 
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 How the World Began

If God created the world, 

Created the land and the sea, 

Then why can't we all live together, 

Live in peace and harmony. 

  

I don't believe in God, 

I believe in the big bang, 

Those are my ideas, 

On how the world began. 

  

You may not think I'm right, 

You may disagree, 

But we are entitled to our opinions, 

Because we are all free. 
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 School is horrible

When you are at school, 

You can't start playing, 

So I would rather be at home, 

You know what I am saying? 

  

When you are at home, 

You can play all day, 

So tell all the teachers, 

You don't want to stay. 

  

Maths is hard and so is R.E., 

English is horrible tee hee hee!, 

My phone says we are going to have a snow day, 

So hopefully it's right, hooray!
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  Tyler\'s Christmas

Christmas is the best time of the year, 

It takes ages to arrive but at last is here, 

But you should treasure it, 

Because after is done, 

Waiting for it, 

Is a pain in the bum!
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 Milkshakes

Milkshakes are scrummy and also yummy, 

They run down my throat and into my tummy. 

  

You need a big straw, 

So you can suck, 

But if you have not got one, 

Well ,it's just hard luck. 

  

They're thick and creamy, 

Whipped real light, 

The chocolate and banana one, 

Is such a delight. 

  

Milkshakes are awesome I say, 

Will Granny let me have one everyday?
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 School is Manky

School is manky yuck, 

The teachers are horrible 

And the lessons suck. 

The maths is very complicated, 

All the science books are out dated. 

My science book is an old one 

From Viking times when my grandma was young. 

History's monkey, 

R.E. is too, 

I don't like it , 

Do you? 
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  Mouldy Maths test.

A few weeks ago I did a maths test, 

In my opinion, I am the best! 

There were a few, 

Where  I didn't know em, 

So that is why  I am writing this poem. 

  

My wonderful teacher, 

Stop having a go 

If I don't know em, 

Then I don't know. 

  

I feel like screwing my maths test up, 

I don't like maths tests they suck, 

They are so stupid and so rotten. 

  

I might have known the answers once, 

But I've forgotten, 

58 out of 100 is ok, 

But let me just say, 

I was having on off day!
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 The app of rap

Can you make an app? 

Where people can rap, 

where people can sing 

about everything, 

where people can jam 

while eating spam 

and where people can remix, 

make music with drumsticks . 

First get some sounds and mashem up 

get a stick and bang on the bottom of a cup 

getting a tune and record it on this app, 

then after you have recorded the tune start to rap.
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 Ice cream

Ice cream's awesome 

it's taste really nice 

And it doesnt matter that its as cold as ice 

Its yummy 

Its scrummy 

Yes its quite cold 

But I think its worth its weight in gold 
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 How to play guitar

How do you play guitar? 

I want to be a rock and role star. 

So if you know,tell me so. 

If you know how , tell me right now. 

If you know how to play ,tell me today. 

So how do you play guitar? 

I think I could go far, as a rock and role star. 

If I only knew, I wouldn't feel so blue. 

I could play heavy metal, I am in fine  fetal.
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  A Message to Sophie

  

We have known each other since we were young  

We went to school together and had so much fun 

But when we grew up we had to part 

But you will always be inside my heart 

You went to "Batley Grammer" as I went to "Newesome" High 

Every time I am near you my heart is in the sky 

We still keep in touch 

But I don't see you quite as much 

We saw each other the other day 

But though we were in the car 

We had so much to say. 

  

By Tyler Jessop 14
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 My ponglish poem.

My majtki are blue and red. 

I would rather be in bed, 

On piatek I am staying at home 

and playing on my telefon.
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 Punk music

The punk music plays, 

it goes on for days, 

the guitars and the drums blend together 

the music goes on forever. 

I playing guitar,  

I am a rock and role star, 

someone else is doing the drumming, 

on my guitar I am strumming.
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 Playing on my drum set.

Playing on my drum set, 

is the time of my life that I shall never forget. 

Playing in my rock and role band, 

there's a drum at the right side and a guitar in my hand. 

I am in the recording studio with my drum stick 

I am fooling around and taking the mick
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 Playing on the double base

Playing on the double base, 

is really ace. 

Is sound sick 

when I am playing acoustic.
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 Rock and roll

I could be a big star of rock and role, 

it's better than sitting at home on the dole. 

Sitting at home all day, 

smoking away, 

but going out there and rocking 

is what I prefer ok.
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 Guitar and Drums

You can play a drum without a stick, 

You can play a guitar without a pick but you may hurt your fingers  

and you may not be able to keep up with your singers. 
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 The Adventure of terrific Tyler and Friends  The Crystal Tree

Once upon a time in the deepest, darkest most dangerous Jungle there lived a man eating tiger who
was a big as two scary gorrillas. He had two eyes that were big and as round as plates. His eyes
were as yellow and firey as the sun. The tiger was friends with a man crushing python. The python
was 20 feet long and as wide as car! Together the friends like to catch men  and crush them and eat
them for their tea. 

Also living in the deepest, darkest, most dangerous jungle was Terrific Tyler, his side kick Loud Lee
and Elvina- you wont find anyone meaner! 

The tree viciious villians were friends with a herd of dinosaurs. One day Terrific Tyler Loud Lee and
Elvina were talking with their friends the dinosaurs. Larry the lizard said he knew where they could
steal a beautiful and rare Crystall tree, but first they would need to get passed a man eating tiger
and a man crushing python. Bernie the dragon then shouted -we need a plan!....to get us into action!
choursed the rest of the dinosaurs.Stanley the stegosaurus said Loud Lee should make a noise to
distract the tiger and the python, then Terrific Tyler puts on his flying helmet  and from the top of
Bernie the dragons head jlies over the tiger and python with the help of Elvina. Terrific Tyler will tie
the tigers tail to a tree and drop a heavy boulder on the python. When they are trapped Terrific Tyler
will give them some of his terrific 10 hours sleeping potion to knoc them out , thenwe can steal the
beautiful and rare Crystal tree. Terrific Tyler , Loud Lee and Elvina - thought the plan was inspiring
and awesome! It was now time to set off into the deepest , darkest, most dangerous jungle. Terrific
Tyler picked up his  flying helmet. He Loud Lee, Elvina and the herd of dinosaurus began their
journey to find the beautiful and rare Crystal tree. 

  

The intreped adventures had been stalking through the deepest , darkest , most dangerous jungle
for 30 minutes when they came across a clearing. In the clearing was the man eating tiger and the
man crushing python. There were both guarding the beautiful and rare Crystal tree. Immediately the
group of vicious villans went into the action. Loud Lee began running in the opossite direction
flapping his arms and making bird noise kah ka akka, tooky, tooky. The man eating tiger heard the
noise. He cocked his head, put, put his nose in the air and sniffed. Paul the python turned to his
friend and hissed What is the matter? I can smell people! groweled Graham. They smell irresistable!
Did someone say irresisssssstable?! hissed Paul the python in excitement. Graham the tiger rose to
his feet and began running in the direction of Loud Lee. Paul the python was following closely
behind. Quick as a flash , Terrific Tyler flew over the top of the tiger and python. He was wearing his
famous helmet. Terrific Tyler plunged down toward the man eating tiger. Before Graham knew what
was going on, Terrific Tyler had swipped his tail up from the ground. Terrific Tyler dragged Graham
the man eating tiger toward a huge rubber plant and tied his tail tightly around it.Once the tiger been
secured Terrific Tyler began to run after Paul the python who was quickly cloising in on Loud Lee.
Even with Terrific Tyler lightening speed he was finding it difficult to keep up with Paul the python.
All of a sudden, from no where Terry the terradactyl swooped down from the sky and clamped Paul
the python to the ground with his razor sharp claws. Andrew the ankylosaurus was hot on the heels
of his friend Terry the terradacyl.Andrew swung his muscular tail fiercely , in one fell swoop, Andrew
brought his heavy muscular tail crashing down on top of Paul the pythons head, knocking him clean
out! 

  

Terrific Tyler was very pleased that he and his friends had finally captured the python and the tiger.
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The next and most important step was to give them the magic ten hour sleeping potion.Terrific Tyler
had spent many years studying the ancient and mystical pigme tribes of South America. He had
learnt the secret art of the deadly blow pipe. Terrific Tyler whiped out his blow pipe from the inside of
his jacket. He loaded the pipe with the magic ten hour sleeping potion pellets. Tyler then aimed and
fired the pelets at the python and tiger. The pellets stab into their flesh and they fall asleep. Their
bodies slumping to the ground. Terrific Tyler , Loud Lee and Elvina, steel the beautiful and rare
Crystal Tree. They walk back in silence enchanted by the beauty of the colors of the Crystal Tree
and forever after that they kept admiring it.
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